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Purpose: To provide Trustees with a draft of the annual report ahead of approving it alongside 

our annual accounts in November. 

 

Decision(s): To consider the report and make suggestions / recommendations for any further 

changes. 

 

1. Context 

Charity law requires the Union to: 

 

i. Undertake an external audit of our annual accounts – which is currently conducted by Crowe, 

a specialist in the charity sector 

ii. Produce a Trustees’ Annual Report – which provides key information on the organisation and 

sets out a review of the year in terms of our performance. 

 

The report is subsequently filed with the Charity Commission and posted on our website. There is 

very little engagement with it amongst our members, and indeed historically it has required significant 

staff time within marketing to design and produce – at the expense of other projects. 

 

The following changes are therefore suggested for this year: 

 

i. To produce it in an MS word document, that allows changes to be made annually rather than 

starting each year from scratch. 

ii. To restructure the report into a different format that makes it more logical and clearer for 

anyone reading it. 

iii. To provide an honest but lighter touch assessment of our performance, given the changes to 

staff, challenges we experienced, and transformation the organisation is now going through. 

iv. To remove the requirement to ‘design it up’ for this year, instead producing a simple but 

professional report in line with many other organisations. 
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WELCOME 
 
Firstly, thank you for taking the time to read about our year at Imperial College Union. As you might 
expect, as with most other charities, this annual report represents one of the most unusual years of 
our recent history. The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted every aspect of our work and our 
organisation. We have been required to, and indeed are continuing to, respond to the most uncertain 
operating environment of a generation. What seemed unthinkable only a year ago is now business 
as usual, as students, volunteers and staff alike navigate a path through this challenge.  
 
But we also want to be very honest about the other factors that characterise our year.  Notwithstanding 
the impact of the pandemic, 2019/20 has also been extremely challenging and one of broader change 
for the organisation. Recognising a significant shift in student priorities and historic underperformance 
in key areas of our operation, we have taken significant action this year to commence a wide-ranging 
and deep-rooted transformation programme. It is obvious that Imperial College Union does an awful 
lot of good. We represent students on key issues that affect them. We support them when things go 
wrong. We give them opportunities to build communities, socialise and develop. But we also know 
that we can, and we should, be doing more. 
 
To help you understand a bit more about this year and our plans for the future, the Trustees’ Annual 
Report section has therefore been split into the following key sub sections: 
 

B1. Our impact: how we’ve positively impacted the lives of students at Imperial College Union. 
This includes some honest reflection of where things haven’t always gone to plan. 

B2. Our response to COVID-19: how we responded to the pandemic and what changes we 
made to our services to ensure we continued to support students during the period of initial 
campus closure, lockdown, and beyond. 

B3. Our future transformation plans: how we’ve started our long-term change programme, and 
the foundation for our new strategic plan. 

 
We hope you enjoy reading about our year. We’re excited for what the future holds at Imperial College 
Union. 
 
Abhijay Sood (Union President 2019-2021) 
Jill Finney (Chair of Trustees) 
Dr Tom Flynn (Managing Director) 
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SECTION A: STRUCTURE, GOVERNANCE & MANAGEMENT 
 
A1. Charitable Objects & Public Benefit 
Imperial College Union is an unincorporated association and a registered charity (number 115241). 
The Union’s objects are the advancement of education of students at Imperial College London for the 
public benefit by:  
 

i. Promoting the educational interests and welfare of students at Imperial College London during 
their course of study and representing, supporting and advising students. 

ii. Being the recognised representative channel between students and Imperial College London 
and any other external bodies. 

iii. Providing social, cultural, sporting and recreational activities and forums for discussions and 
debate for the personal development of its students. 

 
A2. Democratic Structure 
ICU is a membership organisation that is governed by a written constitution and via democratic 
structures detailed within it. Students at Imperial College London automatically become members of 
ICU as soon as they enrol at the College. Students have the right (under the Education Act 1994) to 
opt-out of Union membership; once their student status at Imperial College ends, they lose their 
membership of ICU. They can however apply to join as associate members, with some of the rights 
to services but none of the democratic rights of full members.  
 
The Union's constitution is reviewed at least every five years and contains the provision for various 
democratic structures and processes including: 
 
 

i. The establishment of Policy that reflects the collective opinion of Imperial College Union and 
its members via referenda. 

ii. The election of student leaders in a wide range of leadership and representational roles across 
the organisation.  

iii. The establishment of a Union Council (with various different subcommittees), that serves as 
forum to debate, discuss and decide on issues relating to the Union and student interests. 

iv. The establishment of Constituent Unions to ensure the effective democratic representation 
and engagement of students within their academic unit or cohort. 

v. The establishment of Management Groups to ensure the effective democratic engagement 
and management of clubs, societies and projects. 

vi. The direct election of seven student members and appointment of a further three to the Board 
of Trustees, meaning two third membership of the body is made up of students. 

 
A3. Governance 
As set out in charity law and within the governing document, the Board of Trustees is ultimately legally 
responsible for the organisation’s activities. The Board is made up of the following members: 
 

i. Not more than five Officer Trustees 
ii. Not more than two Elected Student Trustees 
iii. Not more than two further Student Trustees 
iv. One Alumni Trustee 
v. Not more than four External Trustees 
vi. The Chair of Union Council 

 
An External Trustee serves as the Chair of Trustees. 
 
The Officer Trustees work full-time for the Union, receiving an allowance and completing a portfolio 
of duties, alongside their role as trustee of the Union. External and Student Trustees do not receive 



  

any allowance. Officer Trustees may stand for re-election for a second year but, under the Education 
Act 1994, may only serve for two years in total.  The Student Trustees are either elected or appointed 
by and from the membership, but the Student Trustees are not employed by the Union and do not 
receive an allowance. They serve a one-year term of office. The External Trustees are appointed via 
an open recruitment process and serve a three-year term of office and can be reappointed for a further 
term subject to Board of Trustees and Union Council approval.  
 
All Trustees receive a comprehensive induction co-ordinated internally by the Managing Director.  
 
A4. Board Members 
The Trustee Board for the 2019/20 year had the following members: 
 
Officer Trustees 
Abhijay Sood 
Shervin Sabeghi 
Fifi Henry 
Thomas Fernandez Debets 
Ashley Brooks 
  
Student Trustees 
Daniel Faehndrich   
Ansh Bhatnagar  
Milia Hasbani 
Jinpo Xiang  

Lloyd James (Union Council Chair) 
 
External Trustees 
Jill Finney (Chair of Trustees) 
Kate Owen 
Graham Parker 
Stephen Richardson (from 2 Dec 2019) 
Paul Beaumont (to 2 Dec 2019) 
 
Alumni Trustee 
Phil Power (from 2 Dec 2019) 

 
Board Subcommittees 
The Trustees make use of a number of constitutional subcommittees to help manage the business of 
the Board. In 2019/20 these were as follows: 
 

i. People, Appointments and Remuneration Committee (Chair: Kate Owen) 
ii. Finance and Risk Committee (Chair: Graham Parker) 
iii. Governance Committee (Chair: Dorothy Griffiths) 
iv. Communications Committee (Chair: Jill Finney) 

 
A5. Delegation of Authority 
The Board of Trustees has approved a Delegation of Authority document, which clearly sets out the 
levels of authority for financial and non-financial decisions at different levels of governance and 
staffing. The main types of decision delegated to management are those concerning the day to day 
operational, financial and tactical running of the Union, including the provision of core services and 
activities, the implementation of Trustee decisions, the development of strategy proposals, reporting, 
training and induction, and risk management. The document is available for all staff and Officers on 
the Union website. 
 
A6. Management Team Information 
ICU employs a number of staff to work alongside the trustees, elected students and other volunteers 
in order to run the charity. These are led by a Managing Director, who in turn acts as the head of the 
Senior Management Team. 
 
Managing Director (to Dec 2019)   Jarlath O’Hara 
Managing Director (Jan 2020 to Jul 2020)  Graham Atkinson (outsourced interim) 
Managing Director (from July 2020)   Dr Thomas Flynn 
 
Head of Finance & Resources (to May 2020) Malcolm Martin 
Head of Finance (from May 2020)   Jayne Hufford (outsourced) 
Head of Membership Services   Tom Newman 



  

Head of Commercial Services   Julia Mattingley 
Head of Marketing & Student Voice   Kerrian Lee 
 
Key management personnel comprise the Officer Trustees and the Managing Director. The Officer 
Trustees are remunerated in accordance with Imperial College London pay scales, with individual pay 
rates benchmarked and equal pay audits conducted annually. The Managing Director’s salary is set 
by the Trustees via the Union’s People, Appointments & Remuneration Committee. 
 
A7. Relationship with Imperial College London 
The relationship between the College and ICU is established in the Regulations of the College and 
detailed in the ICU Constitution and approved by both organisations. Under the Education Act 1994, 
Imperial College London has a statutory duty to take such steps as are reasonably practicable to 
ensure that ICU operates in a fair and democratic manner and is held to proper account for its 
finances. ICU therefore works alongside Imperial College London in ensuring that the affairs of ICU 
are properly conducted and that the educational and welfare needs of Imperial members are met. The 
formal relationship with the University is governed by a Code of Practice. 
 
ICU receives a block grant from the College, and occupies buildings owned by the College, which 
also pays for utilities and the provision of basic services such as the maintenance of the fabric of the 
buildings. The additional non-monetary support is intrinsic to the relationship between the College 
and ICU. As recommended by the Charities SORP, an estimated value to ICU for this serviced 
accommodation has been included in the Financial Statements. Although ICU continues to generate 
supplementary funding from various mutual trading activities, it is dependent on the College’s support.  
 
There is no reason to believe that this or equivalent support from the College will not continue for the 
foreseeable future, as the Education Act 1994 imposes a duty on the College to ensure the financial 
viability of its student representative body. 
 
A8. Key Information 
 
Principal Address 
Imperial College Union 
Beit Quadrangle 
Prince Consort Road 
South Kensington 
SW7 2BB 
 
Auditors 
Crowe UK LLP 
Aquis House 
49-51 Blagrave Street 
Reading 
Berkshire 
RG1 1PL 
 
Bankers  
National Westminster  
Bank 
PO Box 592 
18 Cromwell Place 
London SW7 2LB 
 
Insurance Brokers 
Arthur J. Gallagher 
Station Square  



  

One Gloucester Street Swindon, SN1 1GW  
www.ajginternational.com 
 
Investment Managers 
Rathbone Investment Management Ltd 
 
 



  

SECTION B: TRUSTEES’ ANNUAL REPORT 
 
B1. OUR POSITIVE IMPACT 
As a membership charity it’s critical that we demonstrate to students and our other key stakeholders 
the positive impact that we have. 
 
Our Strategic Plan 2017-2020 
2019/20 marked the final year of our current strategy, which articulates our key priorities under five 
key headings.  
 

▪ For you: to increase our reach to all students and ensure that we are making a difference to 
their lives no matter their location or level of study. 

▪ For your support: to improve our capacity to support students through the academic, emotional 
and social challenges of studying in the high-performing, pressurised and fast-paced 
environment of Imperial. 

▪ For your development: to enhance the enjoyment and talents of our members in order to form 
well-rounded people who are confident in articulating their skills to employers. 

▪ For your voice: to empower students to be proactive, responsible citizens* who have the 
capacity to change the world. 

▪ Your Union: to ensure that we are a well-run, sustainable and functional organisation, 
positioning people and resources to best serve our members now and in the future. 

 
Our Values 
We also have a number of core values that sit at the heart of the organisation: 
 
Leadership: Asserting | inspiring | transforming 
We turn students into leaders, and we carve our own paths. 
 
We will find talent, nurture it, and put it to work for our members. We will build a culture of 
responsibility, honesty and ownership, but not blame. Our leaders will have power, with accountability; 
authority, with transparency; we will all lead by example. That's how we will stay ahead of the 
challenges we face, take a leadership role in the most important debates, and tackle our biggest 
decisions with confidence and energy. 
  
Partnership: Building | establishing | creating 
We have a lot of challenges ahead of us, and we will not tackle them alone. 
 
We are stronger when we work together. Internally and externally, we will search for those with whom 
we have common ground and shared priorities, and we will find new ways to work together. We can 
do more, achieve more, and offer more, when we collaborate with others. We will be a dependable 
partner, sharing our successes, abilities and aspirations widely. We will assert our place as an 
essential partner to college, at the centre of the worldwide imperial community. 
  
Democracy: Deepening | firing up | extending 
We won’t do things for you, we’ll do things with you. 
 
We are run by our members, for our members. We are our members. We will build a powerful/l and 
meaningful student democracy, which will engage every single one of us. Our student leaders will 
speak with authority and insight, and they will tackle our most complex and difficult decisions. Through 
this democracy, we will empower every student to create their own imperial experience, challenge 
them to grow to their full potential, and fire them up to change the world around them. 
  
Inclusivity: Prizing | appreciating | demanding 
No matter who you are, we’re here for you. 



  

 
There is only one Imperial community, and we will hear every voice within it. It doesn't matter what 
you study, where you are, where you're from, or where you're going - we will tear down any barrier 
that keeps you from our opportunities and our democracy. We believe there is no such thing as an 
average or typical imperial student, and we recognise that our strength and our power comes from 
the diversity of our membership. 
 
Student Voice & Representation 
Representing the student voice to the College is the core role of the Union. Our Strategy 2017-20 
aims ‘to empower students to be proactive, responsible citizens with the capacity to change the world’. 
In 2019/20, we advanced this in various ways, whether through our recommendations on the back of 
the National Student Survey, Postgraduate Research Experience Survey, negotiations around the 
price of rent in halls, or facilitating our strong democracy through vibrant elections. Naturally, for much 
of this academic year, representation around issues related to COVID-19 has been extremely 
important and our elected reps have remained proactive in discussions around education and the 
wider student experience. 
 
National Student Survey 
In 2019/20, The Union made a series of recommendations to College after reviewing students’ 
responses to the National Student Survey (NSS). These recommendations primarily focussed on 
teaching and learning, assessment and feedback, and student wellbeing. Following the 
recommendations in the previous academic year, the College’s Learning & Teaching Committee 
established a working group, with representation from the Union, to analyse the feedback and identify 
means of improving the student experience. This working group continued into the 2019/20 academic 
year with a focus on cascading recommendations down through faculties and departments. 
 
Postgraduate Research Experience Survey 
In 2019/20, the Union also made a series of recommendations following analysis of the 
Postgraduate Research Experience Survey. Key recommendations were made around supervision, 
student wellbeing, development opportunities for research students, and working conditions. This 
work was championed at various committee meetings and the Graduate School took these forward 
to make lasting changes for research students. 
 
Student Choice Awards  
In 2019/20, we merged our annual Student Academic Choice Awards (SACAs), which aim to provide 
feedback to College through positive reinforcement, alongside our Union Awards, aimed at rewarding 
and recognising Union volunteers, to the Student Choice Awards. Through this, we were able to 
celebrate a single Imperial community, receiving high engagement in our online ceremony while 
redistributing resources to also recognise our dedicated volunteers. 
 
Elections 
Our elections are the vehicle through which we ensure we are a democratically led organisation with 
the student interests at our heart. They allow us to ensure representatives are in place at all levels 
across the College and give students an opportunity to raise their voice and engage in the democratic 
process. 
  
The Autumn Elections, which took place in October 2019 for the Academic and Wellbeing 
Representation Networks along with Union Council members, and a number of previously unfilled 
roles. These elections saw record voting participation for a second year in a row – 34% turnout, up 
from 33% in 2018. These increases in turnout were seen across the board; turnout was up across 
PGs and UGs, and across all faculties. 
 
The Leadership Elections, which took place in March 2020, did not see the same improvements in 
the levels of engagement. Turnout was down to 29.6%, a fall of around 12 percentage points from the 
previous year. Furthermore, candidate numbers were low across all full-time sabbatical officer 



  

positions, and part-time Liberation & Community Officer positions. There are likely a multitude of 
factors for this, however the growth of fears around the pandemic and the lack of active engagement 
to encourage students to run likely drove the downturn in candidates, thus driving the downturn in 
voters. 
 
Halls Rents Negotiations 
The College engaged the Union in negotiations around the price of rent in first-year halls of residence 
in late 2019. The College asked us to choose between a series of options of how to split the cost of 
rent across different rooms, however we turned this into a positive discussion about the wider 
College’s approach to funding rent and refused to endorse a model which caused steep increases. 
Through our Union Council, we were able to secure reductions on the initially proposed model 
amounting to roughly £3 million over a five-year period. Prior to COVID-19, we initiated an ‘Imperial 
Cut the Rent’ campaign to take these gains further, however this was indefinitely paused in light of 
massive changes to arrangements in halls of residence in response to the pandemic. 
 
COVID-19 Representation 
Our elected officers remained proactive during the pandemic to ensure that moves to remote learning 
and remote assessment were as effective as they could possibly be. Our key successes included 
making improvements to the remote assessment plan to ensure that students were given a fair chance 
to demonstrate their ability; engaging 6,940 students in a survey that led to the implementation of a 
genuine safety net policy; ensuring the College offers appropriate in-person experiences in the new 
academic year; and pushing the College to think of the wider student experience instead of just the 
academic side. The latter led to a partnership model between the College and the Union to make 
decisions around the wider student experience, and our work directly informed the College’s 
approach. 
 
Student Advice & Support 
Imperial College London is a high-pressure environment and a Union priority is helping students not 
only to survive, but to thrive.  
 
Liberation and Community 
We continued to support minority groups at Imperial through our eight Liberation and Community 
Officers. These officers cover the ‘traditional’ minority groups (LGBT+, BME, Gender Equality, 
Disabilities) and four community/interest groups (International, Interfaith, Mental Health, Ethics & the 
Environment). Our officers represented their particular groups on College committees, organised 
activities to build communities and acted as a point of contact for welfare related issues experienced 
by those they represent. The officers worked reactively and collaboratively to respond to the Black 
Lives Matters movement, creating resources for students to access support and to become educated 
in the movement.  
 
Widening Participation  
The Union has been continually engaged in Widening Participation at the College, with representation 
on all committees. We have focused on support for students when they arrive to Imperial and 
introduced a new Working-Class Officer to lead on these efforts (which was successfully elected as 
the ninth Liberation and Community Officer in our Leadership Elections 2020). 
 
Advice 
Imperial College Union’s Advice Centre provides students with guidance in navigating College 
regulations, helping them with procedures such as mitigating circumstances, appeals, and problems 
with supervisors. Professional advisers also help with life challenges related to money, minor legal 
problems, and housing whilst signposting to College and other partners where necessary.  
 
During the pandemic, our Advice Centre successfully moved to remote working – responding to 
students both in writing and taking appointments over video calls. We’ve also been supporting 



  

students with COVID-19 specific issues such as exam irregularities that come from online 
assessments, and complicated issues regarding fees. 
 
Wellbeing Representation Network 
Our Wellbeing Representation Network had a successful third year in existence. Wellbeing Peps were 
especially proactive during the pandemic, ensuring that communities were able to continue online 
through ideas such as virtual common rooms and gaming communities. Furthermore, these reps have 
been better involved in College-wide issues such as Access and Participation, and the development 
of an Emergency Contact policy. 
 
Mums & Dads 
The Union runs other campaigns and programmes aimed at supporting students through different 
phases of their academic life. The Mums and Dads programme, which matches new undergraduate 
students with students from older years through Departmental Societies, helps not only with the 
transition into Imperial, but building a sense of community. Following a review in the previous 
academic year, the Union provided more support for Departmental Societies to implement the 
scheme.  
 
Campaigns  
The Union ran a campaign that focused on safety which targeted new Undergraduate students in their 
first few months at Imperial, encouraging the safe enjoyment of our bar facilities and helping students 
on an individual basis if they needed help during Welcome Week. We also supported a number of 
student-led campaigns mostly around environmental issues and sexual-harassment.  
 
Student Activities & Development 
Clubs, Societies & Projects 
With 380+ Clubs, Societies & Projects (CSPs), Imperial College Union continues to enjoy a large 
activity programme. In 2019/20, there were 28 new CSPs created. We continued to support all of 
them through training, funding and administration of their activities. In the long term, we continued 
securing grant from College and cemented our partnership with Move Imperial through the BeActive 
Strategy and development of Imperial Athletes.   
 
Ensuring that the leaders of Clubs, Societies & Projects are equipped to provide an enriching 
experiencing for peers is crucial to the success of Imperial College Union’s Activities programme. This 
year, we trained all students on CSP committees either in person or through our new Online Training 
Hub. Our Officer Academy conference style training programme, conducted at the start of the 
academic year, was key and enjoyed more growth and success this year. 
 
BeActive Strategy 2018-21 
2019/20 was the second year of the BeActive Strategy (a partnership between Imperial College Union 
and Move Imperial). The strategy aims to promote, support and enable Imperial College London 
students and staff to enjoy a more active lifestyle. We worked with the Move Imperial team to work 
on four of those strands in 2019/20. On the resource strand we delivered a full minibus and transport 
review resulting in a transport solution for sports clubs using facilities at Harlington and worked with 
sports clubs to further develop the Sports Hub (a ‘One Stop Shop’ for Club Sport). In terms of success, 
all of our sports clubs worked with move Imperial to create development plans, we developed a code 
of conduct and varsity pledge that encourages responsible and positive behaviour for all sports clubs 
and all members, delivered an internal varsity, and improved training for all captains of sports’ teams. 
 
The largest development in line with this strategy is the creation of Imperial Athletes. This will be a 
new structure that celebrates and advocates the added value sport and physical activity 
brings to our members. The role of sport will be promoted internally within the College; at the same 
time we will seek national recognition for our achievements to support the growth of the wider Imperial 
College London brand. There was strong student representation and consultation into the new 
structure. The new identity is designed to provide an ‘umbrella visual identity’ for competitive sport at 



  

all levels, whether that is an intra-mural league, or members competing at a national level. The 
involvement of clubs in the process has ensured that the branding does not replace or diminish 
individual club identity, and sports clubs ultimately voted on a number of visual identities for Imperial 
Athletes. A tender process for a single sportswear provider was initiated as part of this process. 
 
Welcome Fair (formerly Freshers’ Fair) 
The biggest student event on campus saw over 6, 000 new students taking part in one of our largest 
annual fairs to date where our Clubs, Societies, & Projects showcased in stalls across the entire South 
Kensington Campus. All of our 380+ CSPs, Constituent Unions, as well as Liberation and Community 
Groups took part, along with our full Union staff complement, College staff and over 60 external 
partners.  
 
The Fair was also expanded in 2019 to include a Union showcase in our main lobby so students at 
such a large event could understand the entire Union offer and not just our incredible range of extra-
curricular activities. The wet weather at the fair did not dampen our students’ spirits. 
  
Student Development 
Helping students realise their potential and providing the avenues through which this can be done 
comprise another key responsibility of Imperial College Union. Our Development programmes which 
help students gain more than a degree directly contribute to this. So do our activities, which help 
students engage outside the classroom and provide opportunities for leadership, as well as our social 
spaces and events which allow students to make great memories and build community. These Union 
activities all contribute to Our Strategy 2017-20 goal of ‘enhancing the enjoyment and talents of our 
members in order to form well-rounded people who are confident in articulating their skills to 
employers’. 
 
Training and Development Programmes 
In 2019/20, the Union continued to help students become more rounded and responsible citizens 
focused on more than a degree and engaging the wider community. The Imperial Plus award was 
replaced by the Emerging Leaders programme. 
 
Emerging Leaders promised essential skills for 21st century leaders with a focus on values and skills 
such as emotional intelligence, effective teamwork, creating inclusive environments, and building 
resilience, among others. Over 250 students took part in the programme, with a sub-section of them 
graduating from it with an Institute of Leadership and Management qualification. A value for money 
analysis concluded that this programme should not continue into the 2020/21 academic year, and 
resources are better focused developing the skills of our volunteers in their elected positions. 
 
Imperial Award 
The Union continued its partnership with College on the Imperial Award, a programme which allows 
students to reflect on their experiences over the course of their studies and gain recognition of efforts 
on their transcripts. We continued to promote the Award to students, providing feedback to College, 
hosting workshops, and further developing systems to support its administration and assessment. 
Over the 2019/20 academic year, 375 more students registered, bringing the total to nearly 800 
registered students.  
 
The Union has also facilitated consultation with PGT students towards making the programme more 
suitable to that segment of the student population. As a result of our feedback, effort is being made 
by College partners to extend the timeframe for submissions, offer more opportunities for peer-to-
peer support; and provide more flexible methods of support. 
 
Other Training 
The Union continued to deliver Active Bystander Training which provides students with tools and 
techniques to identify and challenge unacceptable and unwelcome behaviour around them. Training 



  

was also conducted on Creating Inclusive Environments for student volunteers to help them 
understand how to embed inclusivity in everything they do as a club, society or project. 
 
Commercial Services 
Facilitating spaces where students can have fun and make lasting memories is an important aspect 
of what we do as a Union. Our social enterprise spaces are central to this. Through our bars and 
kitchens, our nightclub, and our shops, we pride ourselves on our ability to help our members relax 
and build a community. 
 
It goes without saying that the COVID-19 pandemic had a significant impact on the use of our spaces 
and level of activity in our bars and shops – with all of them closed from March onwards. But it is 
important that annual reports are honest and upfront. So we also wanted to note that 2019/20 also 
saw a number of significant challenges for the commercial operation before the pandemic hit. After a 
significant health and safety audit we were required to temporarily close our kitchens in November 
and December. Working with the College we implemented a number of changes to the physical layout 
and equipment in the spaces, bringing the operation up to scratch and allowing us to better serve 
students. We also implemented a number of wholesale changes to our processes to make sure this 
would not happen again. 
 
B2. RESPONDING TO COVID-19 
As with all other organisations, when the COVID-19 pandemic hit in late February, the organisation 
was required to make significant and far reaching changes to how it operated. The College did not 
close. Students continued to study and therefore the Union continued to operate – albeit in a very 
different way. These can be most succinctly summarised under the following six headings. 
 
We closed the main office building in line with government guidance 
This required us to transition our entire permanent staff team to remote working in little over five days. 
We moved key infrastructure that previously relied on paper systems (for example finance and human 
resources) to digital systems and made use of wider technology to keep the team engaged and 
working together. 
 
We moved student services online to ensure we continued to support students 
But we also knew that we couldn’t simply ‘batten down the hatches’ and wait for the pandemic to 
pass. We moved many of our student support services online – supporting clubs and societies 
remotely and delivering previously physical activities such as our annual training conference via video. 
Our Advice Centre also continued to function via appointments over telephone and video 
conferencing, and Officers and staff continued to represent students in College committee work. Staff 
whose workload reduced inevitably due to service changes were then furloughed as part of the 
coronavirus job retention scheme. 
 
We created a virtual Imperial College community 
Mindful that the campus community is one of the features of the Imperial experience, we acted quickly 
to build a virtual community for students to interact and support each other. Using a range of popular 
social media platforms, we hosted a series of social events, and facilitated student groups to run their 
own. This proved extremely popular and has continued into the next year. 
 
We ensured that students were kept up to date with regular communication 
We also made sure students were kept up to date with changes to our services, and work we were 
doing to keep them safe and supported during the lockdown period. This included regular updates 
from Officer Trustees on their work representing students. 
 
We had to close all our retail, food, drink and entertainment venues 
In line with government guidance, we closed all our retail food, drink and entertainment venues to 
ensure campus operated under strict social distance rules. All staff employed in this area were then 
furloughed as part of the coronavirus job retention scheme. 



  

 
B3. OUR FUTURE TRANSFORMATION PLANS 
The 2019/20 academic year was undoubtedly one of significant change for the Union. Before the 
COVID-19 pandemic hit the Board had already made a number of significant decisions to commence 
a long-term transformation of the organisation. This was done in light of changing student 
expectations and a desire for a renewed focus on delivering real impact for our members.  
 
It is important to note that the COVID-19 lens will impact how we go about this transformation. But it 
does not affect the real need for change. Over the next 12 months we have mapped out three key 
phases for the organisation. The current working assumption is that we are likely to continue 
experiencing significant impact from the pandemic for the entire academic year, with some prospect 
of business as usual returning in May to August 2021. As the year unfolds, we will have to revise and 
adapt our expectations on this, and it may be that by January 2021 we are having to consider longer-
term changes to the organisation through this lens. 
 

Phase  Expected Period Description 

One August 2020 to October 2020 Tactical change driven by the COVID-19 pandemic, 
requiring ICU to temporarily shrink to a core operating 
model. Continuation of ‘business as usual’ under social 
distancing and other associated regulations. 

Two October 2020 to April 2021 Major strategic consultation and engagement period, 
looking at the future of ICU and building a shared vision 
that resonates with all our stakeholders.  

Three April 2020 to August 2021 The planning and commencement of an agreed 
‘transformation programme’ based on a strategic plan that 
will likely include significant changes to the operating 
model of the organisation. 

 
When developing our new strategic plan over the coming year, we are going to be as open as possible 
about the assumptions upon which it is based. A ‘theory of change’ (ToC) is a specific and measurable 
description of a social change initiative that: 
 

i. Shows a causal pathway from A to B by specifying what is needed for any goals to be 
achieved. 

ii. Requires the articulation of underlying assumptions which can be tested and measured. 
iii. Starts from ‘what you want to achieve’ and then works backwards in order to understand what 

tactics and actions are required to deliver this. 
 
As we undertake this review in 2020/21, the Board have approved a simple but effective ToC that will 
underpin all our work. This will guide the development of a new mission that sets out the purpose of 
the organisation alongside performance indicators that help measure our progress. It will inform a set 
of defined aims that clearly articulate what impact we seek to deliver for students. It will influence what 
internal enablers we prioritise in order to become an effective organisation. And it will push us to be 
more confident in setting out our values that should drive all our behaviours. 
 
Our Theory of Change 
 

i. Imperial College Union should have a positive impact on the experience and outcomes of all 
Imperial College students from all backgrounds. 

ii. Positive impact is delivered by a combination of service provision (doing things for students, 
or helping them do things for themselves), and advocating for students (representing their 
interests to others). 

iii. Providing services for students can be done via direct delivery (doing it ourselves), in 
partnership with another organisation (most often the College), or via third party 



  

commissioning. The appropriate model will differ depending on the nature of the service and 
where competitive advantage lies. 

iv. Imperial College Union must be a sustainable, effective and credible organisation in order to 
provide services and advocate for students’ interests successfully. Legitimacy must be earned 
and will be a key driver for success in both areas of impact. 

 
We know Imperial College students deserve an outstanding students’ union. And we intend to become 
just that.  

 



  

SECTION C: FINANCIAL REVIEW 
 
Statement of Financial Activities 
The Statement of Financial Activities details the income and expenditure for ICU during 2019/20 and 
the resulting effect on the reserves held at the year end. It also provides a split of these figures by 
restricted (i.e. funds which can only lawfully be used for a specific charitable purpose), and 
unrestricted funds (i.e. funds that can be spent on any charitable purpose which satisfies the 
charitable objects of the charity).  
 
Total income for 2019/20 was £8,293k, down 17% on last year’s figure of £9,994k. Total expenditure 
was £8,832k, down 16% on last year’s figure of £10,554k. These result in a deficit for the charity of 
£594k compared to £467k last year. This deficit can be split into the following:  
 

i. Student Activities/Halls fund – surplus of £328k 
ii. Capital Grant fund - deficit of £188k 

iii. Unrestricted fund - deficit of £734k.     
 
It is not unusual to have a surplus on the Student Activities /Halls reserves but this year’s surplus is 
considerably higher than last year’s figure of £129k because Covid-19 significantly curtailed planned 
CSP activity in the second half of the year. The balance on the fund at the end of the year was 
£1,817k. 
 
The deficit on the Capital Grant reserve is in line with expectations and reflects the annual 
depreciation charge against specific grant funded assets. The balance on the fund at the end of the 
year was £2,157k. 
 
The unrestricted deficit is the main area for concern. 2019/20 has been an exceptionally challenging 
year for ICU. Even before the pandemic, the organisation had been experiencing a financial downturn 
and was budgeting a deficit of £200k for the year. Prior to Christmas 2019, a health and safety issue 
forced the closure of the kitchens and some catering outlets which significantly impacted commercial 
income streams and required one off-capital expenditure. By February 2020, the organisation had 
made some key staff changes including the departure of the MD and had embarked on a financial 
recovery plan. At this point the year end deficit was predicted to be around £500k. When Covid-19 hit 
in March, all commercial outlets were closed and remained closed until after the year end. Despite 
extensive use of the Government’s Job Retention Scheme, the loss of commercial and other income, 
led to a year end deficit of £734k and reduced the Union’s free reserves to £451k. 
 
Balance Sheet 
The Union’s total net assets have reduced by 9.3% (£594k) during the year, principally due to the 
deficit on unrestricted reserves detailed above. As well as the overall reduction in total net assets 
there have also been significant swings in cash and creditors. Cash has decreased by £1,255k and 
creditors have reduced by £1,099k. These movements are mainly due to a reduction in the amount 
owed to the College for recharged payroll costs. At the end of 2018/19, the Union owed the College 
over 6 months payroll costs compared to just 1 month this year end. 
 
The value of fixed assets has fallen by £422k in year, largely due to the annual depreciation charge.  
 
The value of the investments has fallen by 3% (£47k) due to the impact of Covid-19 on global markets. 
Stock and debtors are largely in line with the previous year, although it is important to point out that 
the debtors’ figure is net of a bad debt write off of £113k and a provision of £61k.   
 
The Union, therefore, ends the year with reserves of £5,824k of which £3,974k are restricted, £2,157k 
in the Capital Grants fund and £1,817k in the Student Activities/Halls fund. A further £1,399k are held 
in designated funds, these are part of the unrestricted funds which Trustees have earmarked for 



  

specific purposes. Whilst the majority of these funds have been allocated to tangible fixed assets not 
covered by the Capital Grants fund, there is also an investment revaluation reserve of £39k and £76k 
set aside for CSP development.  
 
This leaves £451k of free unrestricted reserves available for the Union’s day-to-day activities. £160k 
of these funds have been earmarked at the end of 2019/20 to cover the exceptional costs of the staff 
restructure programme. 
 
Reserves Policy 
ICU needs free reserves for the following:  
 

i. Managing and reducing risk  
ii. Working capital to managing fluctuations in cashflow  

iii. Implementing plans for the future   

The Union’s current reserves policy states that it will maintain a target level of free reserves within a 

range of between two and four months average unrestricted expenditure. At the end of 2018/19 this 

equated to between £800k and £1,500, but ideally around £1,200k. Despite a deficit of £364k for 

2018/19, ICU held free reserves of £897k at 31st July 2019, essentially achieving the policy. However, 

the organisation owed the college £989k for payroll costs which, if paid before the year end, would 

have wiped out the free reserves.  

The 2020/21 deficit has reduced the free reserves to £451k. These will be reduced by a further £160k 

in early 2020/21 when the staff restructure costs are incurred. This means that the current reserves 

policy has not been met, however, it also clearly demonstrates the need for reserves as the 

organisation has been able to continue operating, albeit at a reduced level, through this extremely 

challenging period.   

The Union has recently implemented a new operating model which reduces the risk from commercial 

activities and the level of reserves required. As a result, a new reserves policy is being developed 

which will be risk based, consistent with Charity Commission guidance and tailored to the new 

operating model. 

Investment Policy 
The Union continued to hold £1.5m in investments during the year. These were managed by 
Rathbones Investment Management Ltd, who satisfy the Union’s ethical requirements. Despite the 
volatility of the market in 2019/20, the portfolio achieved income of £49k and ended the year with a 
valuation of £1,534k, some £47k lower than last year but still £34k higher than the original investment 
of £1,500k.  
 
The Union’s cash deposits are pooled with the College’s short- term cash to obtain a beneficial rate 

of return on our funds. Unfortunately, due to falling interest rates and the impact of Covid, no pooling 

interest was received after March 2020. 

Risk Management 
The Board of Trustees has examined the major strategic and operational risks faced by ICU. 
Procedures are in place to ensure compliance with health and safety of staff, volunteers and 
participants on all activities organised by the Union. A risk register has been established to identify 
our risks and mitigate future challenges, which is reviewed annually. Principal risks are currently 
identified are as follows: 
 
COVID-19: the impact of the pandemic is far from clear, and the organisation faces considerable 
challenges from the uncertainty produced by social distancing rules. This will continue to impact on 
all areas of the organisation for the foreseeable future and is being monitored by the management 



  

team on a daily basis. The Board has moved to monthly meetings to take into account the changing 
context. 
 
Higher Education sector: a considerable amount of our annual funding comes directly from the 
College in the form of a block grant. Although the College is performing well in terms of student 
recruitment and research funding, we need to be mindful that it faces its own financial pressures. We 
must do more to demonstrate our impact and value for money in an increasingly competitive 
environment.  
 
Surplus generation from commercial activities: as with many commercial operations, the ability to 
generate a surplus is influenced by a range of factors, some of which we are unable to mitigate in full. 
Our commercial operation has faced both operation and strategic challenges over the past year, which 
we must respond to in order to ensure they run in the most effective way possible. 
 
Going Concern 
Given the magnitude of the operating deficit and the unprecedented events this year, the Union has 
carried out a going concern assessment. Based on a reasonable worst-case scenario, the Union 
believes it has sufficient cash and free reserves to continue in the same form until at least July 2022. 
The Trustees are, therefore, satisfied that the Union should be considered a going concern and have 
prepared the financial statements on this basis. 
 
Statement of Trustees Responsibilities 
The Trustees are responsible for preparing the Trustees’ Annual Report and the financial statements 
in accordance with applicable law and regulations. 
Charity law requires the Trustees to prepare financial statements for each financial year which give a 

true and fair view of the state of affairs of the charity at the end of the year and of its financial activities 

during the year in accordance with United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice (United 

Kingdom Accounting Standards).  In preparing these financial statements, the Trustees are required 

to: 

▪ select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently; 
▪ make judgments and accounting estimates that are reasonable and prudent; 
▪ follow applicable UK Accounting Standards and the Charities SORP, disclosing and explaining 

any departures in the accounts;  
▪ prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to 

presume that the charity will continue to operate. 

The Trustees are responsible for ensuring that adequate accounting records are maintained that are 

sufficient to show and explain the charity’s transactions and disclose with reasonable accuracy at any 

time the financial position of the charity, and enable them to ensure that the financial statements 

comply with the Charities Act 2011. They are also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the 

charity and ensuring their proper application in accordance with charity law, and hence for taking 

reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities. 

 
Annual Affiliations & Donations 
In 2019/20, the Union made the following affiliation payments and donations to external organisations:  

 



  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

SECTION D: INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT 
To be completed by the Auditors 
 
Opinion on Financial Statements 
Basis of Opinion 
Conclusions Related to Going Concern 
Other Information 
Matters on Which We Are Required to Report by Exception 
Responsibilities of Trustees 
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements 
Use of Our Report 
 

SECTION E: STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES (SOFA) 
To be completed 
 

SECTION F: BALANCE SHEET 
To be completed 
 

SECTION G: CASH FLOW 
To be completed 
 

SECTION H: NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
To be completed 
 
 
 
 


